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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2022 No. 1339

OVERSEAS TERRITORIES
SANCTIONS

The Republic of Belarus (Sanctions) (Overseas
Territories) (Amendment) Order 2022

Made       -      -      -      - 14th December 2022

Coming into force 15th December 2022

THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS (SANCTIONS) (OVERSEAS
TERRITORIES) (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2022

1. Citation, commencement and extent  
2. Amendment of the Republic of Belarus (Sanctions) (Overseas Territories)

Order 2020
 

3. In paragraph 2(b)(i) (regulation 2 (interpretation)), in sub-paragraph (c) of... 
4. At the end of paragraph 3 (regulation 3: application of...  
5. After paragraph 6 insert— Omit regulation 5A (conditions for the

designation of persons by...
 

6. In paragraph 8 (regulation 8 (notification and publicity where designation...  
7. After paragraph 9 insert— For regulation 9A (notification and publicity

where power to designate...
 

8. In paragraph 13, for “regulation 21 (export of restricted goods)”...  
9. In paragraph 14, for “regulation 22 (supply and delivery of...  

10. In paragraph 15, for “regulation 27 (brokering services: non-UK activity...  
11. Omit paragraph 15A (regulation 27C (supply and delivery of dual-use...  
12. Omit paragraph 15B (regulation 27H (brokering services: non-UK activity

relating...
 

13. In paragraph 15C (regulation 27K (supply and delivery of potash...  
14. In paragraph 15D, for “regulation 27L (technical assistance relating to...  
15. In paragraph 15E, for “regulation 27M (financial services, funds and...  
16. After paragraph 15E insert— In regulation 27N(5) (technical assistance

relating to aircraft and ships),...
 

17. In paragraph 15F (regulation 29A (movement of aircraft))—  
18. After paragraph 15F insert— In regulation 29(B) (directions under

regulation 29A), in paragraph (6),...
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19. After paragraph 15G insert— In regulation 29CA (registration of aircraft in
the United Kingdom)—...

 

20. After paragraph 15I insert— In regulation 29F (prohibition on port entry)— 
21. In paragraph 17, in regulation 30A(1) (exceptions for authorised conduct...  
22. In paragraph 18, in regulation 31(1) (exception for acts done...  
23. In paragraph 18A (regulation 31A (exceptions relating to loans and...  
24. In paragraph 18B (regulation 31B (exceptions relating to insurance and...  
25. After paragraph 18B insert— In regulation 31C(2) (trade: exceptions

relating to mineral products for...
 

26. In paragraph 19, in the text of regulation 32 (financial...  
27. After paragraph 20 insert— In regulation 33A (aircraft licences)— (a) the

existing text becomes...
 

28. In paragraph 29, in regulation 43(8)(a) (trade: information powers)—  
29. In paragraph 33(b)(ii)(bb) (regulation 46(2)(d)(ii) (disclosure of

information)), for the...
 

30. In paragraph 36, in regulation 48 (penalties for offences)—  
31. In paragraph 59 (Schedule 3 (Treasury licences: purposes))—  

  Signature  
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